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Whose Project is it?

- It is Important to manage the different expectation of success.

- When a project begins, a pool of individuals (or groups) will have an interest 
in project, either because they will be affected by it or because they may 
affect the project itself.

- The project’s organisation structure can be developed by identifying those in 
the pool who can contribute best to its effective management and, ultimately, 
its success.



The stakeholder 
map

- Drawing up a 
stakeholder map is a 
quick and simple way of 
identifying everybody 
who may affect, or be 
affected by, the project.



The Stakeholder 
Matrix

- The Stakeholder matrix 
identify which 
stakeholders are critical 
to the project’s success.



Developing a project management structure

1.Development and implementation of a computer system

-a senior executive is sponsoring the project(sponsor and administration 
departments manager)

-new technology is introduced in the hope that it will reduce operating costs in the 
administration department

-provide users to test and help implement the system



Developing a project management structure

-systems development manager will 

also serve on the project steering 

group 



Developing a project management structure

2.An office move

-the team that is moving

-the facilities department

-the technology department

-a specialist project 

management agency or 

department



Developing a project management structure

3.A conference

-has the characteristics of a 

classic project

-Conference managers are 

expected to deliver a 

successful conference



Developing a project management structure

4.A time management solution

-Given the potentially large number of 

users of the solution, however, there is

a good case for forming a user forum



Resource pool management

-a combination of projects and business pulls too many people in too many directions

-a group of people within a single management structure, usually with common skills

-helps to balance the competing demands of the people who are responsible for business 

-The management team requests resources from a wide variety of internal and external 
sources

-someone takes responsibility for managing people who may be working on projects



Resource pool management

-Resource pool management is needed to ensure that both business as usual and 
projects have enough people of the quality they need at the right time

-Resource pool management can be carried out according to free market

or regulated principles.



Resource pool management

1.free market

-the project management teams 

attempt  to secure the resources

-Internal suppliers such as those in 2 

departments can work in much the 

same  way as an external provider



Resource pool management

2.The regulated market

-supply and demand relationships are replaced with a single resource

management function

-The resolution of problems arising from shortages or oversupply of resources no 
longer rests with the resource pool managers but with the resource management 
function



Resource pool management

benefits:

-increased negotiating power 

-improved arbitration where 

resource conflicts arise

-skills management

-decreases in the incidence of 

potentially available resources 



Resource pool management

to make this happen the resource management functions must:

-plan and maintain forecasts for company-wide resource demands

based on regularly gathered project resource plans;

-plan and maintain forecasts for company-wide resource supply based on regularly 
gathered department resource plans



Resource pool management

-match resource demand from potential and existing projects with the potential and 
existing supply available from internal and external resource pools

-identify, report and respond to resource supply and demand trends

-plan, co-ordinate and support recruitment campaigns across the

organisation



Matrix Management

- Both models recognise that projects are usually neither owned by, nor 
contained within, a single department.

- Managing resources through both line and project structures is called matrix 
management.



Head of project management

- The head of project management should be an experienced person who can 
contribute to the continued development and application of the organisation’s 
approach to project management.

- If the resource pool is small, this may not be a full-time role and could be 
performed by a project manager in addition to existing duties.



Responsibilities

The head of project management’s specific 
responsibilities are to:
● supply project managers to project steering 

groups when given a demand forecast.
● manage the pool of resources effectively within 

the agreed headcount.
● make sure the project managers in the pool apply 

the company’s approach to project management
● prevent and resolve issues regarding the 

efficacy, supply or quality of project managers

● recruit, retain/release, develop 
and reward the pool of project 
managers according to their 
performance

● provide personal mentoring and 
support to project managers

● provide training and education 
for the company’s approach to 
project management.



Authorization

The head of project management should be authorised to:

● recruit and release project managers to satisfy current and forecast demand 
effectively.

● conduct annual appraisals and to recommend rewards/penalties.



Performance

At the end of a year, the head of project management’s performance should be 
assessed by:

● the extent to which demand for project managers has been met.
● how  regularly the resource plan for project managers has been maintained.
● the extent to which project managers have achieved their targets.
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